JOINT MEETING OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE AND THE
INTERSTATE INSURANCE PRODUCT REGULATION COMMISSION

Friday, December 4, 2020
12:30 pm ET / 11:30 am CT / 10:30 am MT / 9:30 am PT / 8:30 pm AKT / 7:30 am HT

1. Roll Call

2. Annual Report of the Legislative Committee

3. Commission Consideration of Proposed Emergency Rule to Stay the Effectiveness of Potential Amendment to NAIC Model 805 *Standard Nonforfeiture Law for Individual Deferred Annuities* currently pending adoption by the NAIC

4. Presentation and Discussion of the Independent Business Assessment

5. Presentation and Discussion of the Independent Governance Review

6. Consider Adoption by Consent of the Reports of the Audit Committee, Finance, Product Standards, and Rulemaking Committees, Minutes of October 26, 2020 joint meeting of the Commission and Executive Director Operational Update except for the items noted below with (*).

7. *Joint Management Committee and Commission Consideration of Approval of the Proposed 2021 Annual Budget and Schedule of Fees

8. Commission Consideration of the Formation of Insurance Compact Management Committee and Other Committee Assignments

9. Management Committee Consideration of Appointments to the Industry Advisory Committee

10. Elections of the 2020/2021 Officers

11. Any Other Matters

12. Adjourn
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Superintendent Dwyer called to order the Joint Meeting of the Management Committee and the Interstate Insurance Product Regulation Commission (Insurance Compact or Commission). Ms. Schutter took the roll call of the: Management Committee, Commission, Legislative Committee, and Industry and Consumer Advisory Committees.

Superintendent Dwyer welcomed the members of the Legislative Committee and asked the Chair, Representative Matt Lehman if the Committee had any remarks. Representative Lehman noted that the Committee, like the members of the Commission, is concerned about the Colorado Supreme Court decision and what it means for legislatures and legislators. Representative Lehman encouraged the members of the Commission to reach out to the members of the Legislative Committee as it moves forward on some of the issues being brought forward in the coming year.

Superintendent Dwyer proceeded to receive comments on the Proposed Emergency Rule to Stay the Effectiveness of Potential Amendment to NAIC Model 805 Standard Nonforfeiture Law for Individual Deferred Annuities currently pending adoption by the NAIC. It was noted the NAIC’s Life Actuarial Task Force and Life Insurance and Annuities (A) Committee have approved an amendment to NAIC Model 805 which is the Standard Nonforfeiture Law for Individual Deferred Annuities. The amendment is specific to Section 4(B)(3) and changes the minimum nonforfeiture rate from 1.0% to 0.15%. The Uniform Standards reference Model 805 in the actuarial requirements for nonforfeiture compliance for the deferred
annuities. Superintendent Dwyer explained that as the Commission works through the Colorado Supreme Court decision, this particular amendment would present a practical example of where the current statute in the Compacting States would be different than the Uniform Standards. Superintendent Dwyer noted that the amendment to the minimum nonforfeiture rate would automatically apply in the Uniform Standards before the legislatures are able to take action on the amendments to the Model. The Compact Officers are proposing the Emergency Rule be put in place to stay the effectiveness of the amendment to Model 805. The Emergency Rule would remain in effect for 120 days, or April 3, 2021, unless extended by the Commission. This proposed Rule directs the Product Standards Committee to review this matter to provide a recommendation on if, when and how the NAIC Model 805 amendment should be incorporated into the Uniform Standards.

Mr. Mehlman, on behalf of the ACLI, noted that there are some concerns with the Emergency Rule, but understand the importance for the Rule surrounding the Colorado Supreme Court decision. He asked what the Commission intended to do after the 120-day mark. Superintendent Dwyer replied that it was not yet determined, but that the deliberation process would be open and all would be included.

Mr. Birnbaum asked if among the options available, is a permanent rule similar to the Emergency Rule a possibility. Superintendent Dwyer responded that this particular rule is to address the amendments to Model 805 Section 4(B)(3). Mr. Birnbaum also inquired if the Colorado Supreme Court decision would affect any other rules or policies, such as the Public Access Rule. Superintendent Dwyer noted that the Supreme Court decision was a narrow decision, and the Commission is going to be reviewing what to do next based on recommendations from the independent assessments.

Ms. Pujols reiterated what was stated by the ACLI and asked if there was an ability to extend the stay. Superintendent Dwyer asked for a motion to stay the effectiveness of the amendment to NAIC Model 805 Section 4(B)(3) for the applicable Uniform Standards for 120 days and have the issue sent to the Product Standards Committee for review and recommendation. Director Muriela made the motion and Commissioner Caride seconded the motion. Interim Director Dorsey noted that the 120-day period may be too long, but understands the time is required to address this issue. There was no further discussion, and a roll call vote was conducted. The vote was unanimous.

Superintendent Dwyer moved to the next item on the Agenda and asked Ms. Schroeder with Rector and Associates to provide a presentation on their findings as a result of the independent business assessment. Ms. Schroeder began with reviewing what Rector and Associates was tasked with doing. She noted that the business assessment was to conduct a review of the Insurance Compact’s financials, budget, fee and operational structure, processes, and practices. Rector and Associates were asked to make recommendations for improvements that will enhance the Insurance Compact’s financial effectiveness and sustainability over the next five to 10 years; and comply with financial and business best practices for comparable organizations. Ms. Schroeder noted that an extensive document review and analysis and interviews were conducted to complete their research.

Ms. Schroeder provided a summary on their findings for the Compact’s financial model and sustainability. It was noted that the current financial model does allow for positive financial results. The appropriate financial systems, controls and procedures are in place. The biggest risk to the financial sustainability is the effect of the *Amica v. Wertz* decision. Ms. Schroeder provided a summary on their findings for the
Compact’s operational and business model. It was explained that the current business model does allow the Compact to accomplish the key goal of serving as a speed to market vehicle for uniform product reviews. The company filers who utilize the Compact platform appreciate the Compact staff. It was noted that there is room for improvement for relationships with various constituents.

Ms. Schroeder moved to reviewing the 14 key findings and recommendations. The first finding reported was that the Compact should increase the focus on proactively identifying financial and operational threats to the future and create solutions. The second finding was to clarify the demarcation between the NAIC and the Compact. The third finding was an improvement in communication between the Commissioners and the Compact staff, especially regarding consumer protections. The fourth finding was to collaborate more on the development of the Uniform Standards. Another finding pertained to the five-year review process and review the current process for enhancements. A process for permitting innovative product features should be developed. The seventh finding reported was to continue the use of the designees for the Commission members. The eighth recommendation was to improve the coordination of Compact and NAIC meetings and distribution of materials. The development of a cross training program for the Compact product reviewers was recommended. It was recommended that the Compact evaluate the use of independent contractors under the appropriate federal and state guidelines. The eleventh finding pertains to the operations and it was recommended that the expedited review program be adopted as a permanent filing option. The first finding pertaining to the financial model was to improve the budget process for future expenses. The Compact Office should consider and reach consensus on the approach to expense budgeting before the presentation of the Compact budget. The third finding pertaining to the financial model would be for the Insurance Compact to consider an increase in the annual registration and product filing fees. The fourth and final recommendation is to review and assess the NAIC license and Services Agreement so it more accurately reflects the services provided.

Ms. Schroeder proceeded to review the findings of their assessment of the actuals to budgeted revenue, expenses, and projected changes in net revenue/deficit. She noted that the while the revenue was below the projected revenue for 13 years of operations, the past two years have seen a positive revenue. Ms. Schroeder reviewed the actual expenses to budgeted expenses and note the actuals have been below budget by 10.8% for the 13 years of operations, with the variance decreasing over time. Ms. Schroeder noted the Compact has had a positive net revenue for the past two years and the net deficit is improving. The Compact has consistently had a better result in net results than projected.

Ms. Schroder concluded the report and noted the Compact has very well-defined financial procedures in place. It was noted that the single biggest risk for the Compact’s operations is the effect of the Amica v. Wertz decision.

Superintendent Dwyer asked if there were any questions. Mr. Mehlman remarked that the report was very thorough and ACLI will hold off on any comments regarding increases in filing fees. Mr. Birnbaum asked if there were any findings to report consumer protection performance as well as the success and operations of the advisory committees. Mr. Keepers asked what the driver was behind the suggestion for an increase in filing fees. Ms. Schroeder replied that it was based on the comments provided by the company filers regarding the value add the Compact provides to the filing process. Mr. Bridgeland expressed his gratitude for having the members of the Consumer Advisory Committee involved in the process.
Superintendent Dwyer proceeded to the next item on the Agenda and asked Ms. Hudson with Squire Patton Boggs to present their findings of the independent governance review. Ms. Hudson remarked that the governance review recommendations address many of the key changes in governance compliance requirements as they apply to the Insurance Compact. It was stated the Insurance Compact was created as a public entity with the Commissioners as the representative for the state in a role akin to a board member. Ms. Hudson noted *Amica V. Wertz* brings the issue of federal consent forward and the report addresses consent and potential strategies to address this issue. She noted the governance review recommendations also provide a strategy for the Insurance Compact to follow to address the tax exemption status.

Ms. Hatler with Squire Patton Boggs presented information on the recommendations to build on the key governance principles to foster member engagement resulting in effective governance oversight including clear roles and responsibilities; clear communication and transparency; and iterative, regular governance review for improvement and to address new circumstances. She further noted that the recommendations include specific examples for document templates, process changes, and bylaw amendments. The recommendations include an annual governance calendar and effectiveness review; written committee charters; flexibility in officer elections, and participation and role of designees. Ms. Hatler noted that these recommendations were based on the concerns raised during the interview process and were ways to foster more effective Commissioner, or their designees, participation in discussions and decision making.

Mr. Eklund reviewed the issues pertaining to compact law and explained some of the core principles of compact law. Mr. Eklund reported on the approach taken by the Colorado Supreme Court in *Amica v. Wertz* and remarked that the decision has the potential to erode the certainty and uniformity of Compact-filed products. Mr. Eklund commented the court’s ruling raised the importance of congressional consent for certain compacts. He explained that while it was not raised in *Amica v. Wertz*, the governance review finds the Insurance Compact received implied congressional consent through the enactment of Public Law 109-356, allowing the District of Columbia to join the Insurance Compact. Mr. Eklund provided an overview of the implications of implied congressional consent for purposes of achieving the shared goals of the Insurance Compact. Mr. Eklund indicated the governance review analyzes the options for the Commission to consider and recommends a course of action to recognize implied congressional consent. The three tools for recognition of implied congressional counsel would be to issue a clarifying Advisory Opinion then publicize; incorporate into future member training; and amend the Uniform Standards to require notice of litigation involving the validity of Uniform Standards and then consider intervention in appropriate cases.

Superintendent Dwyer asked Squire Patton Boggs for an alternate time to complete their presentation. There was no objection to this request.

Superintendent Dwyer asked for a member of the Commission for a motion to adopt by consent the reports of the Committees, the Operational Update of the Executive Director, and the meeting minutes from the October 26th joint meeting of the Management Committee and Commission. Commissioner Caride made the motion and Commissioner Afable seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously via voice vote.

Superintendent Dwyer moved to the adoption of the 2021 Annual Budget. It was explained that there were no changes to the Schedule of Fees for 2021 and the Finance Committee has recommended the Expedited Review Program be made a permanent filing option. It was noted there were no comments received
regarding the 2021 Annual Budget. Superintendent Dwyer asked for a member of the Management Committee to make a motion to adopt the 2021 Annual Budget and Schedule of Fees. Commissioner Caride made the motion and Commissioner Dodrill seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously via voice vote.

Superintendent Dwyer moved to the Commissions consideration of the formation of the Insurance Compact’s Management Committee and Other Committee assignments. Superintendent Dwyer reviewed which states would be on the Management Committee. It was noted that the Management Committee in 2021 will comprise of: Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Superintendent Dwyer explained that Director Chlora Lindley-Myers asked for Missouri to be deferred. Wisconsin Commissioner Afable volunteered to continue to serve on the Management Committee in the open seat. Superintendent Dwyer reported the states in this specific category of the Management Committee membership voted in favor of Wisconsin filling the vacant seat. Superintendent Dwyer asked for a motion from the Commission to adopt the recommended formation of the Insurance Compact Management Committee and Other Committee Assignments. Commissioner Clark made the motion and Commissioner Dodrill seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously via voice vote.

Superintendent Dwyer continued to the Commission’s consideration of appointments to the Industry Advisory Committee. It was noted that four seats were open for appointment. Three of these seats were for company representatives and one was reserved for an industry trade organization representative. Superintendent Dwyer reported the Officers recommend filling the vacant seats with Liz Pujols of the Insured Retirement Institute be appointed to the industry trade organization seat. Four applications were received for the three open company representative seats. It was further explained that one company has agreed to roll its application to next year for consideration. Superintendent Dwyer noted the Officers would recommend Anne Correia, Allianz Life Insurance Company, Andrea Davey, Athene Annuity and Life Company, and Joseph Muratore, New York Life Insurance Company, to fill the three vacant company representative seats. Superintendent Dwyer asked for a motion from a member of the Management Committee to adopt the recommendations for appointments to the Industry Advisory Committee. Commissioner Schmidt made the motion and Commissioner Caride seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously via voice vote.

Superintendent Dwyer proceeded to the next item on the Agenda, and asked Director Muriel to conduct the election of the Commission Officers. Director Muriel stated that under the Bylaws, the Officers are elected by the entire Commission, but must be from the membership of the Management Committee. Director Muriel opened the floor for nominations for the offices of Chair, Vice Chair, and Treasurer of the Commission. Commissioner Caride nominated a slate which consisted of Superintendent Dwyer for the office of Chair, Commissioner Afable for the office of Vice Chair, and Commissioner Dodrill for the office of Treasurer of the Commission. There were no additional nominations. Commissioner Schmidt seconded the slate. Commissioner Caride moved to close the nominations and elect the nominated Officers by acclamation. Commissioner Schmidt seconded. The motion carried via voice vote with none opposed.

Superintendent Dwyer noted there was one other matter to be brought before the Commission. Superintendent Dwyer explained the Compact Office received a request from the South Carolina Director Farmer asking the Commission to study whether to lower or remove the 15% threshold for the review of in-force rate increases on Compact-approved individual long-term care insurance products. The adopted
Uniform Standards have a threshold of 15% where the Commission would have authority to approve in-force rate increases which were actuarially justified at 15% or below. Superintendent Dwyer explained the Compact received its first in-force rate increase under 15%, in fact there were two submitted in 2020. Superintendent Dwyer noted that Officers would ask the Product Standards Committee to study whether circumstances have changed since the threshold was established in 2010 when the Standards were adopted and make a recommendation whether to keep, lower, or remove the 15%. Director Farmer thanked Superintendent Dwyer for the ability to review this matter with the Product Standards Committee. Director Farmer noted that since long-term care is a volatile issue, he wants to be able to approve and be held responsible for the approvals of any long-term care rate increases for South Carolina consumers.

As there were no other matters, the joint meeting of the Management Committee and Commission adjourned.